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A NUMERICAL BOUND FOR SMALL PRIME SOLUTIONS 
OF SOME TERNARY LINEAR EQUATIONS, II* 

MING-CHIT LIU*, TIANZE WANG*, AND YUAN WANG§ 

1. Introduction. Since Vinogradov's remarkable result [V] that every suffi- 
ciently large odd integer can be represented as a sum of three primes in 1937, there 
are many results on the solvability to the Diophantine linear equation 

(1.1) Pi+P2+P3 = b 

with prime variables. Hua's result[Hul] is more general than the others; he proved in 
1938 that every sufficiently large odd integer b can be written as the form 

(1.2) Pi+P2+pS=6 

where k > 1 is a fixed integer. Then Hua established in [Hu2] the additive theory 
of prime numbers based on a series of generalizations of the works of Vinogradov on 
prime number theory. Alan Baker[B] took a step further and considered in 1967 the 
problem on bounds for small prime solutions of the linear equation 

(1.3) aipi + a2P2 + asps = b 

where ai, 02, as are integers such that 

(1.4) 0,10,2(13 ^ 0   and    (01, 02, as) = 1? 

and b is any integer satisfying 

(1.5) b = ai + 02 4- as (mod 2)    and    (6, ai, a^) = 1    for    1 < i < j < 3. 

Put 

(1.6) i4:=inax{|oi|, fa], \a3\} . 

As the culmination of a series of earlier discoveries[Ll], [L2] on the bound of the small 
prime solutions to equation (1.3), it was proved [LT1]: 

THEOREM 0. Assume the conditions of (1.4) and (1.5) on aj 's and b. 
If all the cij 's are positive, then there is a computable absolute constant V > 0 

such that equation (1.3) is solvable in prime variables pi, P2 and p^ when b ^> Av; 
If all the dj 's are not of the same sign, then there is a computable absolute constant 

B > 0 such that equation (1.3) has a prime solution pi, P2, Ps with 

max{|ai|pi, \a2\p21 MPS} <max{|6|, AB} . 

Here ^> and < are the Vinogradov symbol and the implied constants in the symbols 
are computable absolute constants. 

As indicated in [LT1, §1] and [LT2, Remark 1.1 and Remark 2.1], conditions 
(1.4) and (1.5) are necessary and Theorem 0 implies Linnik's theorem that the least 
prime in any arithmetic progression {nq -f ^}n=i,2,— with (g, f) = 1, is <C qL, where 
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L is an absolute constant. Recall that the best known numerical upper bound for 
the infimum £ (called the Linnik Constant) of all possible values of L is < 5.5 where 
the implied constants in <C is computable. This result is due to Heath-Brown [H- 
B]. Accordingly, it is worthwhile to estimate the bound for the infimum B of all the 
possible values of the constant B in Theorem 0. We now call B the Baker Constant. 
Note that £ < B. In [CLT], it was proved that B < 4 under the Generalized Riemann 
Hypothesis. Unconditionally, Choi [C] proved that B < 4191 in 1997 for the first time. 
Most recently, based on the results of the zero-free regions for Dirichlet L-functions in 
[H-B] and an explicit zero-density estimate near the line a = 1, we are able to improve 
upon this bound for B considerably and obtained [LW] that B < 45 (and also infimum 
V < 45) where the corresponding constants to the Vinogradov symbols > and < in 
Theorem 0 above are non-computable in [LW]. Here we would like to remark that it 
is not surprising if one can reduce the 45 further to a two-digit bound by modifying 
the arguments in [LW]. However, it seems not easy to obtain an one-digit bound for 
B which should be the next worthy target in the investigation of Baker's Constant. 

In the present paper we shall continue the investigation in [LW] to obtain the 
following Theorem 1 where there are no non-computable constants at all. 

THEOREM 1. Under the conditions of (1.4) and (1.5) there is a computable ab- 
solute constant C > 0. If all the aj 's are positive, then the equation (1.3) is solvable 
in prime variables pi, p2 andps when b > CM.144; 

// all the aj 's are not of the same sign, then the equation (1.3) has a prime 
solution pi, P2, ps satisfying 

max{|ai|pi, \a2\p2, \a3\p3} <max{3|6|, CA1U} . 

In order to obtain the computable absolute constant C in our Theorem 1 above 
we have to use the effective upper bound for J3 in (2.8) below which supersedes the 
Siegel theorem in [LW, (2.13)]. Note that the Siegel theorem was used only in those 
proofs of [LW, Lemmas 6.1 and 7.3] where u < 62 was assumed. So we shall use (2.8) 
to establish the corresponding results in our Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 below when LJ < €2. 
These two lemmas will give bounds for Gallagher's type triple sums Yli and Y^2 (see 

Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2) to estimate the M2 in Lemma 5.4 below. On the other hand, 
when w > 82, we shall apply all the results in [LW] directly except that the second 
inequality in [LW, (2.13)] now is redundant, and so all the arguments there become 
effective. 

REMARK. Concerning Vinogradov's result in [V], under the Generalized Riemann 
Hypothesis (GRH) it was obtained in [DERZ] that for any odd integer b > 9, the 
equation (1.1) holds. Therefore, the Three Primes Goldbach Conjecture is true under 
the GHR. Unconditionally, very recently it was proved by the first two authors that 
for any odd integer b > exp(3100), the equation (1.1) holds. 

2. Auxiliary lemmas. From now on, we shall use the following notations. Let 
N be a sufficiently large positive number and let 

(2.1)      0:=l/(12-ei),     Q := N9,    T:=Q\    £:=logQ,    r := iNr1Q1+ei, 

where and throughout this paper, e\ is a fixed sufficiently small positive number. We 
assume that 

(2.2) Q>A12+eK 
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For 1 < j < 3, let 

(2.3) Nj-Nlajf1,    iVj:=iV(4|ai|)-
1. 

Let 1/(5, x) denote the Dirichlet L-function of 5 = a+it where x is a Dirichlet character 
modulo q. As a starting point, we first give the following well known result. 

LEMMA 2.1. Under the notations of (2.1), there exists a small computable abso- 
lute constant CQ such that the function 

(2.4) n iT1^'*) 
g<Qxniodg 

has at most one zero in the region 

(2.5) a > 1 - co/£,    \t\ < T. 

Such a zero $ (called the exceptional zero or the Siegel zero), if it exists, is real and 
simple, and corresponds to a non-principal, real, primitive character x to a modu- 
lus r < Q. Here the * in (2.4) indicates that the product  Yl*   is over all primitive 

Xmod q 

characters x(niodg). 
Proof. One can see, for example, [D, §14]. 

In what follows, except for the last part of the Proof of Theorem 1 in §6, we shall 
always assume that the exceptional zero ft in Lemma 2.1 indeed exists and satisfies 

(2.6) LJ:= (l-0)c<e2, 

where and throughout this paper, £2 is a fixed sufficiently small positive number. 
LEMMA 2.2. If the exceptional zero ft in Lemma 2.1 indeed exists, then for any 

constant c with 0 < c < 1 and for any small e > 0 there is K(c, e) > 0 depending on c 
and e only such that for any zero p = /3 + ry ^ (3 (corresponding to x(mod^)>) of the 
function (2.4) we have 

16'       log[f,9]|7l        SV(l-«log[f,4]|7|//' 

^/PStflM > K(c,e). Moreover there exists a computable absolute constant ci > 0 such 
that 

(2.8) 1 - co/C <J3<1- cxf-
112 log"2 f. 

Proof. (2.7) is a direct consequence of [G, Theorem 10.1]. For the second inequal- 
ity in (2.8), one can see, for example, [D, §14]. 

LEMMA 2.3. For any x > 1 and y > 2, let 

(2.9) Nq(a,y):=J2*    J2     1    and   N(a, x, y) :=J2  N^v), 
Xmodq   p^P+i-i q<x 

\~i\<y ~ 

where the * in (2.9) indicates that the summation 2* is over all primitive characters 
Xmodq 

X modulo q, and p = /3 + ij is any non-trivial zero of L(s,x).  Then 

(2.10) N(a, x, y) « (x2y)3{1~a)/{2~a) log9 {x2y),    for 1/2 < a < 4/5, 
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and 

(2.11) N(a, x, y) « (z22/)(2+e)(1~a),    for 4/5 < a < 1. 

Proof. (2.10) is [PP, Theorem 4.4], and (2.11) is [J, Theorem 1]. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let p = /3 + ij be any complex number satisfying 1/2 < (3 < 1. Then 

for any real rj we have 

fmin{N^ \T,\-e}, if |7|«1) (2.12) 

fN   ,_! ,    ^^J^W-1. if M < l7l/(47riV), (2.13) 
JN/4 I iV^M"1/2, if |7|/(47riV)<|r?|<4|7|/(7riV), (2.14) 

UMTT
1
, if N > 4|7|/(7riV). (2.15) 

Proof This is [LW, Lemma 4.3] or [LT, Lemma 3.2]. 

3. Gallagher's type triple sums. Now we come to estimate Gallagher's type 
triple sums in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 below, under the assumption u < 62 in (2.6). 

LEMMA 3.1. Under the notations of (2.1) and (2.3) and the assumption of (2.6), 
there is K{e<2) > 0 depending on £2 only such that ifQ> Kfa) we have for 1 < j < 3, 

E__ ^   ^*        w       AT^-I      / €2' for any   ? -Q> 
1 '*" ^   ^ ^ j      ^ I el/64u3     for   r < O1'4 

9<Qxmod^ |7|<Qi+eig-i k ^2     v,    jor   r^y     , 

where the / indicates that the last summation runs over all the zeros p = ft + i^y ^ (3 
ofL(s,x) with (3 > 1/2. 

Proof. For any zero p = 0 + ij ^ J3 of L(s,x) w'1^ \j\ < Q^^Q'1, by (2.6), 
r <Q and Lemma 2.2 

K    ' 16'     logCfQi+'i)       6V     (2 + ei)fa;     // 
By (2.6) and (2.8), we have 

(3.2) w » rf-1/2 log-2 f» Q-
1
/

2
/;-

1
 , 

and 

(3.3) wXT1'8/:-1,   for   f^Q1/4. 

Let c = (1/2) + £. Then by (3.2), the second term inside the curly brackets in (3.1) is 

<(V^4gZiz£)log(£l+^/2). 
log^Q^i) V ) 

The above is increasing with respect to f. Hence in view of f < Q, the above can be 
estimated further as 

* "v^'M^g-*) ^(i/2 y^r -^w*- 
This shows that the second term inside the curly brakets in (3.1) is always smaller 
than the first one if one sets c = (1/2) + e. With this choice of c, by (3.1) and r < Q 
we have 

(3.4) (3 < 1 - (1/6 - <• (ex)) C'1 log (l/Sw) =: 1 - ifc (Q), 
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where e(ei) is a sufficiently small positive constant depending only on ex. Similarly, 
by (3.3), it is easy to verify that the second term inside the last curly brakets in (3.1) 
is always smaller than c/6 if one assumes r < Q1/4 and sets c = (2/7) + e. With this 
choice of c, by (3.1) we have 

(3.5) 13 < 1 - (8/21 - eiet)) CT1 log (l/6a;) =: 1 - ffc(Q). 

Now we let i){Q) = r]i(Q) in general and rj(Q) = r)2(Q) if f < Q1/4. Setting y = 
Qi+eig-i in the first equality of (2.9) and then letting N*(a,Q) := J2q<QNq(a,y) 
instead of N(a,x,y) in (2.9), one has 

(3.6) 
rl-»j(0) 

Ei ^ " / Nf-'dN* (a, Q) 1 Jl/2 

= Nf1/2N* (1/2, «) + W      + / [ ^ (a' Q) ^r1 log^d«- 

Prom (2.9), we have for 1/2 < a < 1, 

(3.7) iV*(a,Q)«/:i<max       ^     AT, (a^^^M"1) . 
-     -     M<q<2M 

Note that, in view of (1.6), (2.1), (2.3) and Q > ,412 (by (2.2)), we have for 1 < j < 3, 

(3.8) iVj > Ql2-(l/12)-ei =: QC2^ 

Hence by (3.7), (2.10), (3.8) and (3.2), the first term on the right hand side of (3.6) 
can be estimated as 

(3.9) <N^2C   max   {AfV^Af1/:9} < Q-1^3. 

When 1/2 < a < 4/5, by (2.10) we see that (3.7) is 

« C   max   {(M^^^M-1)^1-^7^-^ £9} « Q6(i+ei)(i-a)/(2-a)jCiOj 

whence by (3.8), (3.3), and C2 = 12 — (1/12) — £i, the first integral on the right hand 
side of (3.6) is 

(3.10) 
r4/5 

< C11   /        QC2(a-l)Q6(l+ei)(l-a)/(2-a)da ^ £11Q{C2-6(1+£1)/(2-4/5)}(4/5-1) 

A/2 1/2 

for   rKQ1/4 ««—«(«";'; tora°y ',-<3, 

To estimate the last integral on the right hand side of (3.6), instead of (3.7), we first 
use (2.11) to bound JV*(a, Q) as follows. Let dk = 1-2-* for k > 0. So 2dk = 1 + 4-1 
for fc > 1. Let w be a fixed sufficiently large constant, then by (2.9) and (2.11) we have 
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for a G [4/5, 1], 

N*(a,Q)<J2 E        Arg(a,Q1^-^)+     E     ^r (a,01+ei"d-) 
fe=l     Qdk-l<q<Qdk Qdu<Q<Q 

U 
^ ysg(l+2dfc+ei-dfc-i)(2+e)(l-af) + g(2+l+ei-d„)(2+e)(l-a) 

A;=l 

<g(2+2e1)(2+e)(l-a)j 

providing that 2"^ < £i where the implied constants in the above <C depend on u. 
Hence by (3.8), the last integral in (3.6) can be estimated as 

/4/5 

Thus, in general, by (2.6), (3.4), and C2 = 12 — (1/12) — si, the above is 

(3.12) < exp {- (C2 - (2 + e) (2 + 2ei)) (1/6 - efo)) log(l/8a;)} 

< u;(c2-(2+e)(2+2s1))(l/6-s(si)) < ^ < £2. 

When f < Q1/4, by (2.6) and (3.5), we can estimate (3.11) further as 

(3.13) « exp {- (c2 - (2 + e) (2 + Jtei)) (8/21 - e^)) log(l/6a;)} 

<<a;3+(l/64)<<£l/6V> 

Combining (3.6), (3.9), (3.10), (3.12) and (3.13), the proof of Lemma 3.1 is complete. 
LEMMA 3.2.   Under the conditions of Lemma 3.1, we have 

V .-Vo-1^* V'       Ar'3-1H-1«iQ~1~0'9£1'      forany  f-Q' 

Proo/. Note that 

(3.14) 

^W1 s^^^fE^r      E'     ^i 
CO"1-51/;2  max    max   it/"1    V      V* V' 

-    "      "    -      \ Vr<g<2Vxmodqr  |7|<2Q1+eig-1C/ 

AJ vS-l 

Noting [/ < Qz (see (2.1)) and \^\ < 2Q1+eiq-1U, by Lemma 2.2 and (2.6), the /? in 
(3.14) is 

<i     min/
c    (l-c)(2/3-e)       /(l-c)(2/3-e)\l 

^1-mini6' iog(fQi+-t/) 1O
H—s;—Jr 

In view of (3.3), if f < Q1/4, then by similar arguments as between (3.3) and (3.4) it 
can be verified that the second term inside the last curly brackets is always smaller 
than c/6 if one sets c = (2/7) 4- e. With this choice of c, the above is 

<3'15>      il-Hw^uMih)=:1-vM^ say' 
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If r > Q1/4, we shall use the trivial bound 0 < 1, that is, in this case, we let ^(Q, U) = 
0. Thus in view of (2.9) the last triple summation over q in (3.14) is 

4/5 ri-m(Q,uy 

(3.16) < - / N^dN (a, 2V, 2Q1+£l[/y-1) 

< AT"1^^ ^^^ 2V,2Q1+eiUV-1) + \ [     + [ 
[Jl/2 J4/5 J 

x AT (a, 2V, 2<21+£lt/V-1) iVj*"1 log ATjda. 

By (2.10), the first term on the right of (3.16) is < N]~1/2Q1+£lUVC9, Hence by 
(3.14), (3.8), C2 = 12 - (1/12) - 64, and (3.2) its contribution to £2 is 

(3.17) ^Q-1-61^1  max    max  {u^N^Q^Uv} < Q" v / 1<C/<T1<V<Q I J J 

Again by (2.10), the first integral on the right of (3.16) is 

«£10 t'5 Nf-1 (Q1+^Uvf(X-a),(2-a) da, 
Jl/2 

hence by (3.14), its contribution to YI2 ^ 

« Q-l-Sl£"  max  ^ f/"1 /      JV?"1 (Q2+^[/)3(1-a)/(2-a) da > . 

^-3a;3. 

Q-1^1/:12  max  it/-1 [^N?-1 (Q2+^U)3{1~ 

Note that 3(1 -a)/(2 - a) < 1 for 1/2 < a < 4/5.  Then by (3.8) and (3.3) and 
C2 = 12 — (1/12) — £1, the above is 

(3.18) ^Q-^C12 Q{ca-6(l+e,)/(2-a)}(o-l)da 

Jl/2 

«y V <<\Q-2W3)     fo,     r~<Ql/4. 

Next, by (2.11), the last integral on the right of (3.16) is 

,1-V3(Q,U) 

/4/5 

hence by (3.14), its contribution to J^ 1S 

(3.19) 

« £ / iV/"1 (Q^uvf^1-^ da, 

< 
( fi-m(Q,u) ) 

Q-'-^C3 imaxr   C/"1 / iV-"1 (ga^^^Od-a) da 

^.Q-1-61/:3  max  {/(C/)},    say. 
1<C/<T ^    v    /J 

We now come to prove that for any 1 < U < T, 

(3.20) (i)  /([/)<1,   for any   f < Q, 

and 

(3.21) (ii)   /([/)< a;3,   for   f < Q1/4. 
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For (3.20), noting [/(2+<0(i-a) < t/ for a G [4/5, 1], we have by (3.8), 

f(U) <   [     Q{c2-(2+e1)(2+,)}(a-l)da ^ ^ 
J4/5 

as desired. To prove (3.21), we consider the upper bounds for U at Q0006, Q0025, 
Q0-087, Q035 and T (= Q3). Note that the tf-i+P+^fi-a) in (3.19) is decreasing 
with respect to U > 1. When 1 < U < Q0006 and f < Q1/4, by (3.8), (3.15) and 
C2 = 12 - (1/12) - £1, we have 

f(U) < Q-{c2-(2+£i)(2+£)}773(Q,C/) 

< Cc,{c2-(2+£1)(2+s)}(10/21-e)£/log(Q1/4+1+£i+0-006) ^ ^3.001^ 

When Q0006 < U < Q0025 and f < Q1'4, by (3.8), (3.3) and (3.15) we get 

f(U) < Q-0006   / iV/-1 (Q2.006+ffl j(2+ff)(l-a) da 

< (£cc;)8(0-006)   / g{c2-(2.006+£1)(2+£)}(a-l)da 

< (>C(x;)8(0'006) jC-1Q-{c2-(2.00Q+61)(2+6)}m(Q,U) 

.^ a;8(0.006)a;{c2-(2.006+ei)(2+£)}(10/21-5)/:/log(Q(1/4)+1+£i+0025)  < ^3.00025 

Similarly, when r < Q1!4 we get 

' ^3.001     if Q0.025 <U < Q0.087 ^ 

/(C/) < i a;3-003    if Q0-087 < U < Q035 , 

^ a;36       if Q035 < U < Q3 = T . 

This proves (3.21). By (3.20) and (3.21), we see that (3.19) is 

,o9«x fQ"1-^3,        for any    r<Q, 
[6'2) * I Q-i-°*CW9   for    f^Q1^. 

From (3.17), (3.18) and (3.22), the proof of Lemma 3.2 is complete. 
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4. Triple sums on integrals. 
LEMMA 4.1.  Under the conditions of Lemma 3.1, we have for 1 < j < 3, 

q<Qxmodq \y\<T I •,_T/« 

.AT,- 

/     xp 1e(ajxri) dx 
Jm 

2      ^ 

2        ^ 

dry 

w;/iere e(a) := exp(i27ra) for any real a. 
Proof. We write Q(q) := ISQ1^^-1 and 5ij as 

(«) ^-(E E" E' +EE"   E' 
(q^Qxmodq  |7|<Q(g)       Q<Q X^odq Q(9)<|7| 

(    nr/q        nNj 

<   / xp 1e(ajxr])dx 
yJ-r/q   JN'j 

By (2.3) the above integral with respect to rj is 

/r/q       rN 

/     x^eixrj)^ 
-r/q   JN/A 

For simplicity, we denote the intervals of 77 in [—r/q, r/q] satisfying the conditions in 
(2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) by Ji, J2, J3 respectively. Thus by Lemma 2.4 and (2.3), the 
innermost sum    JZ'    in the first triple sum in (4.1) is 

|7|<Q(<7) 

« E' for' ([T/q min i*20* M-
2/?

} 
d42 

|7|<1 l7-^ J 

+ £' Kr4/(^-1N-1)2dr7+/(^|7|-v2)2d^^ 
i<i7i<QU)     u y2 i 

«EKr/3W        N^ + J^-^drj1 
1/2 

|7|<1 

1<|7|<Q(9) 

«Kr1iv1/2 Y! Nt1' 
\I\<Q{Q) 

Hence by Lemma 3.1, the first triple sum in (4.1) is < \aj\~1 N1/2. For the second 
triple sum in (4.1), in view of r = JV""1Q1+ei in (2.1), we have \r]\ < rq"1 < |7|/(47rJV) 
if |7| > Q(q).   Thus by (2.13), (2.1) and (2.3), the innermost sum       £'       in the 

Q(Q)<h\<T 
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second triple sum in (4.1) is 

«   £'  \*i\-*\r\x'\i\-x)*^\   «N-1)1/2  £'  K-r'^w-1 

g(g)<|7|<T l70 J Q(9)<|7|<T 

Q(9)<|7|<T 

Thus by Lemma 3.2, the second triple sum in (4.1) is < Q"0^1 l^p1^1/2. The 
proof of Lemma 4.1 is complete. 

LEMMA 4.2.  Under the conditions of Lemma 3.1, we have for 1 < j < 3, 

3     >* Vs 
r/g ^==E r E'   , fNj 

/      xp  1e(ajX7]) dx 
Jm 

drj 

e2\aj\-
1N2/3, for any     r < Q, 

(4.2) 

[e^VKr'iV2/3,   for    rKQ1'4. 

Proof. Using Q(q) again we write 52,j as 

SH-IT, E' E' +E E"   E' ) 
^<Qxniodg  |7|<Q(g)      g<Qxmodg Q(g)<|7|<Tj 

fNj       -1 /      a;p    e (ajxrj) dx 
Jm 

rr/9 

-r/g 

3        ^/S 

d?/ 

By a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, the innermost sum    J]'    in the 
l7|<Q(ff) 

first triple sum in (4.2) is 

«|air
1iV2/3   £'   AT/"1. 

h\<Q(Q) 

Thus by Lemma 3.1, the first triple sum is 

62 \aj\~1 iV2/3, for any f < Q, 
(4.3) < 

^VK-r'iv2/3, forf^g1/4. 

For the second triple sum in (4.2), in view of |^| < rg_1 and r = iV"~1Q1+ei, there 
always exists (ryl < 171/(4^^) if |7| > Q(q). Thus similar to the above lemma, by 

(2.13) the innermost sum      ^'      in the second triple sum in (4.2) can be estimated 
Q(Q)<h\<T 

as 

Q(g)<l7l<T 

Thus by Lemma 3.2, the second triple sum can be bounded by (4.3). The proof of 
Lemma 4.2 is complete. 

5.   The circle method. In this section we apply the circle method, and our 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 to obtain some useful results for our proof of Theorem 1. Since 
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our arguments are very similar to [LW, Sections 4 and 5] we shall make use of some 
lemmas in [LW] directly. For convenience in mentioning these lemmas we shall use the 
same notations as in [LW] except now our 0 = 1/(12 — 6i) (see (2.1)). For j = 1,2,3 
define 1(6), /i(6), 12(b), Ij(y), Ijiy), G{ajh,x)> G(ajh,q), Qj{h,q,ri), Hj(h,q,rj), 5(q), 
Mj, s(p), Z((z;xi,X2,X3) and MQ as in [LW, (4.7), (4.9), (4.10), (4.11), (5.1), (5.4), 
(5.5) and (5.10)] respectively. We need the following lemmas. 

LEMMA 5.1. Let /i(6) and Hj(h,q,r]) be defined as in [LW, (4-7) and (4.11)]. 
Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1, we have 

Ii(6) = 53v(g)-3Slef-M [^ ei-b^flHj^q^drj + O^), 
q<Q h=l       V     q    J  J-T^ j=l 

Q 

where ^   is the summation over all 1 < h < q, (/i, q) = 1, and 
h=i 

(5.1) Hi := N2Q2'6+^ [a^asl'1 T^JC
2
. 

Proof. The lemma can be proved by precisely the same way as that of [LW, 
Lemma 4.7] with the use of Lemma 4.1 instead of [LW, Lemma 4.6]. 

LEMMA 5.2. Let Mo, Mi and Ms be defined as in [LW, (5.10) and (5.1)]. Then 
we have 

Mi + M3 > CJ
3
MO + O (fffe + A^Q-1"*1) . 

where 

(5.2) na^^Q-^lai^aal"1.- 

Proof It can be proved by precisely the same way as that of [LW, Lemma 5.5] 
with [LW, (5.15)] replaced by the following (5.3). In view of (2.6) we have u < 62- 
Thus noting iVj > ^Q12-61'^1/12^ (similar to (3.8)) we have for 1 < j < 3, 

(5.3) 1 - N'/-1 > 1 - (4-1Q12-^-(1/12))/?"1 

= 1 - exp { (£ - l) log (4-1Q12-^-(1/i2)) } 

> 1 - exp {(12 - 2ei - (1/12)) (^ - l) /;} 

= 1 - exp {- (12 - 2ei - (1/12)) u} 

providing that £2 is sufficiently small. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let Mo and s(p) be defined as in [LW, (5.10) and (5.4)]. If 
(i) all the aj 'S are positive and b = JV, or 
(ii) not all the aj 's are of the same sign and N > 3|6|, then 

Mo > iV2 |aia2a3r1 JJsfp). 
p 

Proof This is [LW, Lemma 7.4]. 
LEMMA 5.4.   Under the conditions of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 5.3, we have 

, 62M0, for   any   f < Q, 
M2 < { £^/6VMo,    for   rKQ1/*. 
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Proof. Recall from [LW, (5.1)] that there are 19 terms in the integrand for M2 
and they are of the 6 types as in [LW, (i)-(vi) below Lemma 7.4]. The treatments for 
these six types are quite similar. We illustrate the details with a term belonging to 
the fifth type, namely, 

M25:= E^)"3E,ef--ft) r q S(Q)G(a1h,xXo)Ii(v)e(-bv)f[gj(h,q,r])dV. 
q<Q h=l       ^     q   'J-T/<1 j=2 

In view of [LW, (4.9), (4.10) and (5.5)], the above is 

(5.4) 

M25=^^)-3^,
e('-MG(a1ft,xXo)   £      £    (fiGia^xj)) 

, ,     rr/q (  3      (.Nj \ 

Y,    E   /       <-br))h{ri)    H /     ^"^(o^Jda:    CIT? 

= E E*  E' E  E* E'   E ¥'(9)"32fex,x2,x3) 
^^Q X2modr2  |72|<T   r3<Q Xsmodrs  |73|<T       g<Q — [T*,r2,r3]|g 

r/ff       -    /A ^   _ \ x /       e{-bri)Ii(r])    TT /     xP5   1e(ajX7])dx I dry. 
J-r/q \T=2J^ ) 

Noting that [f, r2, rs] |g implies r2, rs < g (so r/g < r/rj, j = 2, 3), applying Holder's 
inequality, the absolute value of the last integral with respect to 77 in (5.4) is 
(5.5) 

.3    1 Vs ,   /     ,    .    „ ,3    ^ 1/3 

172 

< 
f7« 

-r/. 
/     z^1 e (aixr)) dx *> m Jm 

xTj)dx dry 

By (2.12), the first term in the above product can be estimated easily as 

(5.6) «|a1r
1iV2/3. 

Now we substitute (5.6) into (5.5), and then into (5.4). Then by Lemma 4.2 and using 
[LW, (5.8)] to estimate the sum over g, (5.4) can be estimated further as 

r    eZ] 

(5.7) < < 

elN2 laio^asl     fl 5(P)> for any    f < Q, 
p 

e^VjV^oiOaaal^Il^Cp),   for     f < Q1/4, 

( e^Mo, for any   r <Q, 

^ 1  4/32cc;6Mo,    for    f < Q1^. 
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Similarly, by the use of [LW, (5.8)] and Lemma 4.2 we have 

£2^0, for any   r < Q, 

z2    u/ ^KI0,    for   r < Q1/4; 

--'2lvl0i ^VL any      /   ^ V, I   ^2 

M21,   M22,   M23<<      1/64    „    ^ 

S^MQ, for any    r <Q, \ S^MQ, for any    r < Q, 
M24 << t efVMo,   for   f<Qi/«;       

M26<<\efVMo,   for   f < gV*. 

Combining all the above estimates, the proof of Lemma 5.4 is complete. 

6. Proof of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let 12(b) be defined as in [LW, (4-7)], then we have 

hib) < NiQ-1'2 laioaasl"172 C*. 
Proof, This is [LW, Lemma 8.1]. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let Ii(b) be defined as in [LW, (4'V] an^ 0 be given as in (2.1). 

Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.3, and (2.2) we have 
hib) » iV2 laiasasp1 Q-*'*C-\ 

Proof. We consider two cases according to f < Q1/4 or not. If f < Q1/4, then by 
[LW, (5.2)] and Lemmas 5.2, 5.4, and then by (5.1) and (5.2), we get 

hib) 

>u;3Mo + O (el^^Mo + ^1+ fIfe + iV^"1"^) 

»a;3Mo + O (N2Q2'*+e* |a1a2a3r1 T^C2 + fA^Q"1^1 lax^asf1 + iV2^-1-^) . 

In view of (3.3), Lemma 5.3, [LW, (5.7)] and T = Q3 (in (2.1)), the above O-term can 
be absorbed and hence 

h(b) > JV2 \cna2a3\-1 Q-3/8£-3, 

providing that Q > max{^45, K (6:2)}? where K (62) is a sufficiently large positive 
number depending only on the given small 62 > 0. 

If f > Q1/4, then by the same arguments as above except that now we use [LW, 
Lemma 5.6] instead of our Lemma 5.2 and that we do not use (3.3), we have 

hib) > Mo + O (£2Mo) + O (fii + ^2 + N2?'1 log3 C + A^Q-1"*1) 

> Mo + 0{N2Q2'5+£* \cna2a3r1 T^C2 + N2Q-1+£i laiasasf1 

+ N2?-1 log3 C + NtQ-1'61} > AT2 {a^asf1, 

providing that Q > max {A12+£l, K (82)}- The proof of Lemma 6.2 is complete. 

Proof of Theorem 1. We separate our arguments into two cases, according to 
(2.6) holds or not, to prove that 1(6) (see [LW, (4.6)]), has the lower bound iV19. 
Then Theorem 1 follows immediately. When the exceptional zero fi in Lemma 2.1 
exists and satisfies (2.6), then we write 1(b) in the form [LW, (4.7)]. Thus by [LW, 
(4.7)], Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 and (2.1), we have, under the assumptions »(i) or (ii) in 
Lemma 5.3, 

1(b) = h(b)+12(b) » N2 laioaasf1 Q-S/SC-3 + O (N2
Q-^

2
 ^^a^r1'2 £5) 

» TV2 la^asl"1 Q-^C^ » iV2Q-5/8£-3 » iV19, 
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providing that Q > max {^l12+£l, K (£2)}, where K {62) is a sufficiently large positive 
number depending only on 62- That is to say N > A1AA. 

When the exceptional zero fl in Lemma 2.1 does not exist, or it exists and satisfies 
u > 82, then, in view of (2.5) and (1 — (5)C = u (in (2.6)), all zeros p with |Imp| < T 
of the function defined by (2.4) lie in the region 

(6.1) a < 1 — min{co, £2}/£- 

Note that the parameter Q in [LW, (4.1)] equals to jv1/(i5-iUi)j while Q = N^/i^-^) 
(see (2.1)) in this paper. Thus by (6.1), we see that the possible exceptional /3 in [LW, 
Proposition 2.3] satisfies 

/3<l-4min{co, ^/(SlogiV1^15"11^). 

Therefore, the second inequality in [LW, (2.13)] now is redundant. Consequently, all 
the arguments in [LW] become effective. Since the UJ there now is always > 1, we can 
use the final result there on the lower bound for 7(6) (i.e. 1(b) > a;3iV2|ai02^31-1) to 
give 

lib) >iV1-9, 

provided that N > CA45 or N > max{3|6|, CA45} according to the validity of 
conditions (i) or (ii) in Lemma 5.3. As the non-effective second inequality in [LW, 
(2.13)] has not been used, the above positive C are sufficiently large computable 
absolute constants. The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
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